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SCENARIO MODELING 

A KEY FOR QUALITY IN HAZARD ANALYSIS AND ASSESSMENT

Hans Kienholz1, Helen Gosteli1, Gabi Hunziker2, Armin Petrascheck3, Bettina Witmer1

Integral risk management concerning natural hazards requires very careful and all-embracing
hazard assessment. The formulation of important products, such as detailed hazard maps and 
corresponding project documents, must be objectively and comprehensibly, because these
products are used as an objective scientifically basis for urban and rural planning at a local
level.

Concerning hydrological and gravitational dangerous processes, these objectives are espe-
cially difficult to meet, because not only every single torrent but also every single event is 
unique. Various conditions of process preparation and triggering exist, (e.g. debris flows, flu-
vial bed load transport and transition forms). Temporal and spatial changes of transportation 
processes may cause the mobilised masses to follow various trajectories and affect objects in 
different ways. Hazard maps indicate the degree of hazard for a certain probability level. This 
means that the indicated hazard area is the envelope of a number of likely probable events and 
requires the investigation of several possible events respectively scenarios or process cycles.

SZENARIOS

Despite solid scientific knowledge, despite good estimation and computation models and de-
spite many excellent technical tools, a clear vision about possible processes are crucial for the 
quality of hazard assessment. Or in other words, the quality of hazard assessment stands and 
falls with the choice and consideration of the adequate scenarios.

Scenarios represent possible real events and event progressions. Concerning natural hazards, 
scenarios serve to substitute a representative selection of possible geologic and hydrologic 
preconditions, possible triggering conditions and procedures, as well as possible events and 
event chains. Scenarios imply simplification and concentration to substantial aspects. In a fist 
step, scenario formation means to search for probable important event chains.

For the last two to three decades, alpine countries have been developing hazard maps. In 
Switzerland, many serious events, such as floods in 1987 and 2000, snow avalanches in1999 
and floods and landslides in 2005 have been thoroughly analysed to make the quality and suc-
cess of already existing hazard maps apparent and to learn necessary lessons. Special attention 
should be paid to the question of scenario building, more specifically, to process progression 
scenarios:
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The technical reports to hazard maps often limit the hazard assessment and the descriptions of 
the considerations behind the assessment, to the data of quantities, volumes of sediments, run 
out distances and the possible affected surfaces by an event. Reasons for this limitation may 
lie in the fact, that in hazard maps the questions "where does a danger exist?" , "how intense?" 
and "how frequent?" must be answered, when measures are envisaged. Thus, existing compu-
tation models and all good technical tools concentrate on these precise questions.

This can lead to the fact that for example with 
streams and torrents important partial scenar-
ios such as triggering scenarios (e.g. heavy
precipitation), outbreak scenarios ("where can 
an outbreak take place?"), spread and impact 
scenarios are described, but further aspects of 
the developing scenarios or possible factor
constellations and coincidences of "unex-
pected" developments that should also be con-
sidered are too little or not at all described
(fig. 1).

Rainstorm, flood and landslide disasters show 
again and again that "unexpected" or "not con-
sidered event chains" may occur. Thus, the 
structure of extreme hydrostatic pressure in 
the underground and the coincidence of volu-
minous mass movements with high discharge 
and high transportation capacity played an 
important role during the events from August 
2005 in the alpine region.

Some of these mass movements effectively
occurred "unexpectedly". Other mass move-
ments had been recognized by experienced
experts as "possible". However during the
elaboration of the hazard maps no such sce-

nario of coincidence was considered. Possible reasons might partly be the estimation of a too
low probability, partly a not careful enough consideration of possible process chains. But 
even if the probability is correctly estimated as extremely low, it should be described in the 
hazard assessment. An assessment of very low probabilities can be ambiguous and omitting 
these scenarios would mean that no one will ever even think of possible prevention measures.
But the fact that such events can occur, was drastically confirmed in August 2005 in Switzer-
land or 2002 in Upper Austria or along the Elbe. In future the intense consideration and ex-
amination of possible process and event chains must be emphasized during the elaboration of 
hazard maps and of projects for preventive measures. Having said all that, it is important to be 
very clear, that it is not the task of hazard mapping to decide on measures. Hazard maps are 
first of all designed to serve as important basis for rural and urban planning. But it is impor-
tant to know worst case scenarios, as emergency measures, for example, are often planned on
such basis. Therefore, these scenarios and the considerations that are behind them, must be 
made and sufficiently documented in the technical reports.
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Fig. 1 Scenarios and sub-scenarios concerning 
hazard assessment (for example torrents)
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